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Fox is a strong advocate in favor of creation spirituality because he sees it as an 
uplifting and positive way to develop a relationship with God. A Way to God is not 
a passive discourse on the pros and cons of different theological concepts. It is a 
passionate presentation, offering readers the freedom to experience ways to relate to 
God and each other beyond those ways traditionally provided within institutional 
religion. Fox does not repudiate traditional church teaching, he attempts to expand 
it to include options not usually presented. 
A Way to God is strongly recommended for personal reading for Christians wanting 
to enrich their spiritual lives, schools with theological studies, historical insights 
on some Christian/Catholic teachings, or directed readings on some of Merton’s 
insights.
Reviewer
Kathleen F. Kempa, Southeastern University
Story, L., & Schuchmann, J. (2015). When God doesn’t fix it: Lessons you never wanted 
to learn, truths you can’t live without. Nashville, TN: Nelson. 280 pp. $16.99. ISBN 
9780718036973
When God doesn’t fix it is a deeply profound work on the topic of dealing with 
the most perplexing issues in our lives. Laura Story is anything but shallow and 
simplistic in her approach. The depth of the principles she shares stem from the 
broken journey she and her husband Martin have and are still walking through. 
Much of the book is autobiographical regarding the call to serve as the worship 
leader at Perimeter Church (Atlanta, GA), her husband Martin’s brain tumor and 
the resulting challenges in the area of marriage and parenting. Many other stories 
from others are included too. An abundance of Scripture is used throughout as well. 
Some of the invaluable truths are: the need to untangle our expectations of God 
versus His promises, consider replacing our endless why with how questions enabling 
us to move forward in the growth process, realizing the benefit of being transparent 
and share with others in the midst of our brokenness rather than fearing what others 
think thus postponing blessing others and glorifying God as being the hero. Laura 
Story is truly an example in this regard. The songs God has given her reflect her 
journey and many of the lyrics are sprinkled throughout the pages of this treasure. 
I cannot recommend this book of time endured wisdom highly enough. My 
introduction was through participating in an online Bible study. A study guide and 
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series of five brief videos are available to enhance delving into the content in a 
group setting. The book is also useful as a standalone work to guide the reader in 
coming to grips with the questions that if left unaddressed can result in us wavering 
in our faith. 
Reviewer 
Lindsay Van Sicklen, Ouachita Baptist University
Huss, S. F. (2015). Where’s Jesus? American Christianity in crisis. Bloomington, IN: 
WestBow Press. 183 pp. $17.95. ISBN 978512714593
I am certain it is not just the denomination that I belong to that is struggling 
with the increasing exodus from our local churches. Across the American church 
landscape, people are leaving churches and younger adults in particular are shunning 
what traditional churches offer. If the author had developed a way to turn this 
acknowledgement into a solution, he would have been on the right track. That is 
what I had hoped this book was about, but I was disappointed.
Huss discusses the historical views of Jesus and how over the centuries Christian 
culture has changed. I believe that much of what the author states about how the 
American church developed is fairly accurate but it is certainly from his point of 
view. That is the place where I started struggling with this author – I do not share 
his point of view on several points.
The author does an admirable job of synthesizing the development of Christianity 
in America and towards the end of his book he does present a good list of principles 
that anyone who claims to be a Christian should follow: honesty, integrity, love, 
justice, human dignity, stewardship, toleration, and commitment. 
Huss goes on to list 12 concepts that should be the Christian “perspective.” This list 
along with his conclusions is where I think he wanders away from some bedrock 
principles of Christianity. For instance, the author says that God is whoever we 
perceive Him to be in our hearts and minds rather than the God portrayed in Holy 
Scripture. The author goes on to summarize all the material he has presented in 
this book by stating that what Jesus began over 2000 years ago was an accident – 
Jesus only intended to reform Judaism. He states that Jesus makes no claim to being 
the supernatural Son of God – he does not believe in the virgin birth of Jesus. He 
claims that Jesus was a product of his time, he lived and taught as a Jew and his anti-
government teachings is what got him killed. Huss doesn’t seem to believe in the 
